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Abstract
Recently, there has been tremendous interest in self-dual codes over nite rings, specically
the rings Z2k . In this note, the rst examples of extremal Type II codes over Z6 of length 32
are constructed. These give examples of extremal even unimodular lattices in dimension 32 by
Construction A. A relationship between extremal Type II codes over Z6 and binary extremal
Type II codes is also investigated. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, there has been much interest in self-dual codes over nite rings, specif-
ically the rings Z2k where Zm denotes the ring of integers modulo m. In particular,
self-dual codes over Z4 have been widely studied (cf. e.g., [5] and the references
therein). Such codes have applications to unimodular lattices and nonlinear binary
codes. An application of self-dual codes over Z4 to unimodular lattices prompted the
denition of the Euclidean weight of a codeword. Type II codes over Z4, in terms
of the Euclidean weights, were introduced in [2] as a class of self-dual codes. Very
recently, this has been generalized to Type II codes over Z2k in [1] dening the Eu-
clidean weights of the elements of Z2k . For all k, Type II codes over Z2k are closely
related to even unimodular lattices.
Recent work on the construction of dense unimodular lattices motivates the con-
struction of new Type II codes over Z2k . However, only a few examples of extremal
Type II codes are known for the ring Z6. In this note, the rst examples of extremal
Type II Z6-codes of length 32 are constructed. Thirty-two-dimensional extremal even
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unimodular lattices are constructed from these codes over Z6 by Construction A. A
relationship between extremal Type II codes over Z6 and binary extremal Type II
codes is also investigated.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some basic notions on codes, lattices and the basic con-
struction of lattices from codes. For details, we refer to [1,3,5].
2.1. Type II codes
A code C of length n over Z6 (or a Z6-code of length n) is a Z6-submodule
of Zn6. An element of C is called a codeword. We dene the inner product on Zn6
by x  y = x1y1 +    + xnyn, where x = (x1; : : : ; xn) and y = (y1; : : : ; yn). The dual
code C? of C is dened as C?= fv 2 Zn6 j v w=0 for all w 2 Cg: A code C is
self-dual if C = C?: The Euclidean weights of the elements 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 and 5 of Z6
are 0; 1; 4; 9; 4 and 1, respectively. The Euclidean weight of a codeword is just the sum
of the Euclidean weights of its components. The minimum Euclidean weight dE of C
is the smallest Euclidean weight among all nonzero codewords of C. Two codes over
Z6 are said to be equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by permuting the
coordinates and (if necessary) changing the signs of certain coordinates.
Type II codes over Z2k were recently introduced in [1]. A Type II code over Z6
is dened as a self-dual code with all codewords having Euclidean weight divisible
by 12. Since the Euclidean weight of any codeword in a self-dual code over Z6 is
divisible by six, Type II codes are a class of self-dual codes. It is shown in [1] that
there are Type II codes of length n if and only if n  0 (mod 8).
2.2. Even unimodular lattices
An n-dimensional lattice  in Rn is the set of integral linear combinations of n
linearly independent vectors. The dual lattice  of  is given by  = fx 2 Rn j
[x; a] 2 Z for all a 2 g; where [x; a] is the standard inner product of x and a. The
norm of x is dened as [x; x]. A lattice  is integral if . An integral lattice with
 =  is called unimodular. A lattice with even norms is even. An n-dimensional
even unimodular lattice exists if and only if n  0 (mod 8). The minimum norm of
 is the smallest norm among all nonzero vectors of . The minimum norm  of an
n-dimensional even unimodular lattice is bounded by
62
h n
24
i
+ 2: (1)
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An n-dimensional even unimodular lattice with =2[n=24]+ 2 is called extremal. All
even unimodular lattices are known for dimension n624.
Here we use a generalized ‘Construction A’ to construct even unimodular lattices
from Type II codes over Z6. Construction A was rst dened for binary codes [3] (see
also [1] for the case of codes over Z2k). Dene the reduction modulo 6  : Zn ! Zn6
by
(x1; : : : ; xn) = (x1 (mod 6); : : : ; xn (mod 6)):
Proposition 1. If C is a Type II Z6-code with minimum Euclidean weight dE then
A6(C) =
1p
6
fx 2 Zn j(x) 2 Cg;
is an even unimodular lattice with minimum norm minfdE=6; 6g.
By (1), the minimum Euclidean weight dE of a Type II Z6-code of length n is
bounded by dE612[n=24]+ 12 for length n640. Thus, we say that a Type II code of
length n (640) with dE = 12[n=24] + 12 is extremal (cf. [1]). Of course, all Type II
codes of lengths 8 and 16 are extremal. Extremal Type II codes of lengths 24 and 40
are constructed in [1,4], respectively.
3. Extremal Type II codes
In this section, extremal Type II codes of length 32 are constructed. A relationship
between extremal Type II codes over Z6 and binary extremal Type II codes is also
investigated.
The Chinese Remainder Theorem plays an important role in the study of self-
dual codes over Z2k when 2k is not a prime power, while the Hensel lift is a
powerful tool when 2k is a prime power [4]. Dene the map 	 :Z6 ! Z2  Z3
by 	()= ( (mod 2);  (mod 3)). The map 	−1 is a ring isomorphism by the Chinese
Remainder Theorem. This map is extended to a map from Zn2  Zn3 to Zn6, naturally.
It is trivial that CRT (B; T ) = f	−1(a; b) j a 2 B; b 2 Tg is a code over Z6 where
B and T are a binary code and a ternary code of the same length, respectively.
Here we say that B is the binary part for CRT (B; T ). If B and T are self-dual then
so is CRT (B; T ); moreover, if B is a binary Type II code then CRT (B; T ) is
Type II [4].
After checking dierent (but equivalent) binary extremal Type II codes and ternary
extremal self-dual codes, we have found an extremal Type II code C32;1=CRT (B32; T32)
of length 32. A generator matrix (I; G32;1) is given in the appendix. Note that the binary
part B32 is equivalent to C85 of Table IV in [5]. For ternary codes of length 32, a
large number of extremal examples are known (see Table XII in [5]).
Combined with known results, we have the following:
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Proposition 2. There is an extremal Type II Z6-code for lengths 8; 16; 24; 32
and 40.
We now investigate a relationship between extremal Type II Z6-codes and binary
extremal Type II codes. All Type II binary and Z6-codes of lengths 8 and 16 are
extremal. The binary extended Golay code is the unique extremal Type II code of
length 24. As described above, an extremal Type II Z6-code of length 24 was found
in [1], and the binary part is the extended Golay code. There are ve inequivalent
binary extremal Type II codes of length 32, namely, C81, C82, C83, C84 and C85
of Table IV in [5]. For binary extremal Type II codes C81, C82, C83 and C84, we
have also found extremal Type II codes C32;2; C32;3; C32;4 and C32;5, respectively. Gen-
erator matrices (I; G32; i) of the codes C32; i (i = 2; : : : ; 5) are given in the appendix.
Therefore, we have the following relationship between extremal Type II binary and
Z6-codes.
Proposition 3. Let B be a binary extremal Type II code of length n632. There is
at least one extremal Type II Z6-code with the binary part B.
The binary parts of the previously known extremal Type II codes are extremal.
Thus, we consider the case that the binary part is not extremal. There are exactly
80 inequivalent binary non-extremal Type II codes of length 32, namely C1; : : : ;C80
of Table IV in [5]. For some non-extremal codes, extremal Type II codes over Z6
are also constructed. To save space, we here give only ve inequivalent codes C32; i
(i=6; 7; : : : ; 10) with generator matrices (I; G32; i). Generator matrices (I; G32; i) are given
in the appendix. The binary parts of C32;6; : : : ; C32;9 and C32;10 are C80; : : : ;C77 and
C76, respectively. If the binary parts of two codes over Z6 are inequivalent then the
two codes are inequivalent. Thus we have the following:
Corollary 4. There are at least ten inequivalent extremal Type II Z6-codes of
length 32.
Remark. Our feeling is that more extremal Type II codes are easily found by checking
other codes. In fact, we have found several extremal Type II codes from other codes.
The lattices A6(C32; i) by Construction A are extremal even unimodular lattices in
dimension 32. Several examples of extremal even unimodular lattices in dimension 32
are known (cf. [3, Chapter 7]).
Appendix
This appendix lists generator matrices (I; G32; i) of the extremal Type II Z6-codes of
length 32.
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G32;1 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1555102452245202
3115050043224544
1551401204520010
1515040502052223
3420515152205002
4502313343220500
2054515522522054
0245153522252245
3424500235555042
2122250015152542
4032045253514232
4223200335134403
5222322454045155
2522234243421555
2252443222545153
0225442300451355
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; G32;2 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1552405122245205
3445023010221541
1521101531223013
1515313505325220
0153515152532302
4235313313253230
2021515555525321
3245150525555215
3121530202552042
2152553042455242
4035015520241502
4223503332404130
2222352151042455
5225234243121522
2522143222512150
0252412300451055
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; G32;3 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
3515254351552425
1404153500405245
1342544012045503
5312123105023555
3531505454525350
0315350103432535
5453242152522250
4505124235252225
1234245305322223
1521555230151225
3510020425232145
3315535300324011
5555220254213424
2555522045401542
2055554402522154
2205551420034213
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
G32;4 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
5152243545521553
1341205034055424
3155110453455034
3451234323535552
5342324242520533
3450504001025350
1205124222555232
2354545322222554
2345123050222501
2515252034245221
2433534522021450
0422050333510140
2222235545401512
2222223154342155
0222211052251545
2022244203315135
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; G32;5 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
5254354252152024
1423503432545440
5211015312533104
5450402320552534
1202121222350053
5023133135532001
3215452525250242
2121502225525120
4545032025253450
4525533421552155
0323125502142021
2505300354041034
2553524213451555
2552342404512525
2251135552424202
2224420001513553
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; G32;6 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1525132155512502
3442053010221541
1521101501553043
4515010205022253
0453545425502005
4532343313550503
2324215252552324
0212453255252245
0421233232522015
2422553012455212
4335045250244505
4253530032401403
2552352124045452
2222234513421255
2222413522545150
0222445330454355
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
G32;7 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
5405125545502422
5023013524244314
1404534223340152
2340205325520154
0542425235032345
2340040550530453
4212255225024535
2450525222215321
4233202255045345
2253312452215242
2015520514535133
0233032134400455
2052154042152255
2201510424225555
2440225512423555
2442000421355355
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; G32;8 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
5452240545524253
1041205334322421
3455443453422034
0151234323202252
2312321515553500
0123531034355350
4232121252252532
2054512052525524
2045453023252534
2242255334512524
2403501255324120
0422020333543143
2222505212131245
2225253424345125
0252541322524545
2022214230015135
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; G32;9 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1051225125324222
3230105215410442
1045342530134224
0135023522204512
2154525050020123
0103102532004235
2455552250212021
4232252252123545
2005052253423451
2200154255155422
0455502442021335
2000051341301223
0224213451252525
2042434512552255
4402225154205555
4420004243553555
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
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G32;10 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
5224054525152021
1420230402545113
5244042345233134
2123432020255534
4505151255353320
2320103435502034
0212152522523245
2451505255252420
4215035355553423
4225233121252122
0023152535142024
2202033324011031
2220521543151222
2222012134515522
2221132525151535
2224420331543253
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
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